Goals of the Paper Goals of the Paper
Support the hypothesis that epileptiform Support the hypothesis that epileptiform activity in the rat cortex has three distinct activity in the rat cortex has three distinct stages and each is governed by different stages and each is governed by different mechanisms (following from a mechanisms (following from a perturbation analysis study done by perturbation analysis study done by Ermentrout 
Propagation Propagation
Involved titration of PTX Involved titration of PTX onto the cortical slices, onto the cortical slices, followed by DNQX until the followed by DNQX until the end of propagation end of propagation As PTX increased As PTX increased (inhibitory factor), velocity (inhibitory factor), velocity and amplitude of the wave and amplitude of the wave was not affected was not affected As DNQX increased As DNQX increased (excitatory factor), a (excitatory factor), a decrease in amplitude and decrease in amplitude and velocity was observed velocity was observed
Termination Termination
This occurs at specific This occurs at specific points in the rat cortex points in the rat cortex Termination of the initial Termination of the initial wave coincides with an wave coincides with an extended depolarization of extended depolarization of the individual neurons the individual neurons Often, secondary activity Often, secondary activity was present after the first was present after the first wave terminated (high wave terminated (high variability) variability) Cortical slices were also Cortical slices were also stimulated repeatedly, and stimulated repeatedly, and it was observed that it was observed that " "recovery spikes recovery spikes" " were were present present Overall, results supported the hypothesis Overall, results supported the hypothesis each stage has a distinct mechanism each stage has a distinct mechanism It was determined that the initiation stage It was determined that the initiation stage depended on both synaptic excitation and depended on both synaptic excitation and inhibition, and was a process that inhibition, and was a process that occurred in cortical layer 5 of the rat occurred in cortical layer 5 of the rat cortex cortex Propagation depended on excitation but Propagation depended on excitation but not inhibition not inhibition Termination was characterized by an Termination was characterized by an extended depolarization of neurons extended depolarization of neurons Sub Sub --threshold shift of the initiation threshold shift of the initiation point from the stimulus point from the stimulus 2. 2.
The actions of cortical layer 5 as The actions of cortical layer 5 as opposed to those of layer 2/3 opposed to those of layer 2/3 before initiation of the wave before initiation of the wave 3. 3.
Variability of activity after the first Variability of activity after the first wave terminates wave terminates Thanks for your time. Thanks for your time.
Questions?? Questions??
